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**Abstract:** Approaching criminality in an interdisciplinary context has concerned practitioners in the last decades. The same situation is observed in criminal cases having as object the criminal investigation of corruption crimes, knowing the fact that this phenomenon is still into the judicial authorities’ attention. In practice, there is a substantial jurisprudence on this topic. The current paper focuses on criminal investigation of the corruption in an interdisciplinary context, including elements of forensic investigation, gathering evidence by means of forensic science, as well as their administration during the criminal proceedings. Moreover, researching the current topic aims at analyzing phenomenon from the perspective of the judicial bodies’ efforts of assuring functions of discovering and preventing corruption crimes, as well as punishing defendants during the criminal proceedings. In order to achieve this goal, the paper is designed in a qualitative research, with comparative elements and aspects of jurisprudence in criminal matters.
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**Resumen:** La aproximación a la criminalidad desde un contexto interdisciplinario ha preocupado a los operadores del sistema penal a lo largo de las últimas
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1 Doctor in Law since 2005 awarded at the State University of Moldova, Republic of Moldova.
décadas. Esa preocupación alcanza también a la investigación criminal de los delitos de corrupción, un fenómeno que ya es objeto de atención por parte de las autoridades judiciales. De hecho, hay una importante jurisprudencia sobre la materia. El presente artículo se centra en la investigación criminal de la corrupción en un contexto interdisciplinario, abordando cuestiones relativas a la investigación forense, la consecución de pruebas por medio de las ciencias forenses, y la gestión de ese material probatorio en el marco del procedimiento penal. Junto a ello, el fenómeno se analiza desde una perspectiva interdisciplinaria, que tiene en cuenta el trabajo de los órganos jurisdiccionales en materia de prevención de nuevos delitos de corrupción y de reeducación de los acusados. A estos efectos, el artículo está diseñado como una investigación cualitativa, con elementos comparativos y análisis de la jurisprudencia en materia penal.
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1. General Background

Antisocial phenomena are currently so spread in the contemporary society. The *de facto* situation states that the corruption crimes are not excepted from this situation, they being also occurred within several fields of activity, from politics to public administration, from justice to private area. Moreover, the economic areas are “infected” with the corruption phenomenon, which restrains basically the development of economy of every state, as well as the entire society.

The democratic values, based on the principles of rule of law\(^2\) and other constitutional ones, as well as the legislation into force, are,

within this framework, incompatible with the development of corruption phenomenon, whose consequences are very harmful for society.

In order to combat the corruption phenomenon, the countries through their judicial authorities have in focus the following issues:

(i) adopting a legal framework well grounded to face pressures arisen from committing corruption crimes;

(ii) strengthening the capacity of fighting corruption crimes, as well as those assimilated with the corruption, in such a manner to lead to diminishing cases of corruption;

(iii) setting up a professional body of specialists in all areas of activity, especially within the public area;

(iv) achieving efficient justice under the principles of respecting law and public dignities;

(v) implementing efficient judicial mechanisms in criminal matters to conclude to achieving criminal procedural functions.

The fulfillment of the above stated requirements are possible with the implementation of legal instruments provided by the state’s authorities within an interdisciplinary framework. In order to achieve these goals, the states participate with diversified programs and mechanisms that seek to diminish and combat corruption crimes as much as possible.

First of all, the activity in the field of judiciary is a remarkable one, as long as it is carried out outside of the influence area of corruption crimes. The judicial system in criminal matters provides a real guarantee in applying the basic principles of criminal proceedings, and solving criminal cases, especially of corruption ones, under the condition of legality and justified criteria, also based on conclusive, pertinent and genuine evidence, which conduct to finding truth in criminal cases of corruption.

Secondly, the forensic science has contributed significantly to solving cases of corruption. In practice, it is well known that the forensic investigation of corruption crimes has useful consequences for the judicial bodies in their activity of criminal investigation. It particularly refers to the instruments of gathering evidence, the modality of discovering, preserving, collecting and examining them, as well as the means of administering forensic evidence, during the criminal proceedings. Last but not least, it is about the procedure of achieving criminal investigation in special cases, as it will be emphasized in the next chapters.
Thirdly, as a rule, researching corruption phenomenon is the object of criminal sciences, whose intrinsic approach is indispensable. It is considered so, due to the fact that it is very important for the law enforcement agencies to analyze the corruption phenomenon from all perspectives, both substantively and procedural, for a better understanding of *de facto* judicial situation in the field of practice. Despite this feature, the criminal investigation of corruption crimes is the key factor of solving criminal cases, based on genuine evidence. It includes, among the other means of evidence, the forensic evidence, due to the fact that in several cases, digital devices are used by the law enforcement agencies in order to gather evidence in these cases.

Thus, the criminal activity of committing corruption crimes could be discussed in accordance with the study of criminal phenomena, committed at macro-level, whose consequences have repercussions on the entire society.

Implementing certain solutions, which must be taken into account in the future in purpose to reduce corruption crimes, is the key factor among public authorities of every country. These aspects are the competence of criminologists, who are usually involved in promoting certain frame-instruments adopted at domestic level to streamline the fight against corruption crimes.

For these reasons, approaching corruption crimes in an interdisciplinary area is necessary. This approach characterizes the current paper in both theoretical and practical fields, which comes to support the law enforcement through practical solutions they could take into account for the future, in order to prevent and combat any kind of corruption crimes.

The content of the current paper as well as its structure has facilitated the qualitative research of the topic, by approaching corruption crimes in an interdisciplinary way. Thus, dialectical connection between the forensic science on the one hand and elements of the courts of law jurisprudence in criminal matters on the other hand, is more than necessary. Actually, it is essential in purpose to outline certain pertinent
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proposals of modifying legal framework into force in the matter of combating corruption crimes, as well as implementing efficient programs in fighting this scourge.

Finally, the jurisprudence in criminal matters states an ample vision upon the aspects regarding the size of corruption phenomenon⁴, as well as regarding the means of criminal investigation. The drawbacks the judicial bodies are faced with, were taken into account in carrying out the current paper, including those regarding the functions of investigation of corruption crimes, forensic investigation, as well as of discovering evidence.

It is considered so, due to the fact that the same importance features both the activity of discovering corruption crimes and the forensic investigation of them. Gathering evidence makes from this activity a complex one, based on strong principles, such as efficiency, rapidity, impartiality, firmness, legality, all being completed by the European principles in criminal matters, such as presumption of innocence and due process, advanced by the European Convention on Human Rights and promoted by the European Court of Human Rights’ jurisprudence⁵.

2. CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION OF CORRUPTION CRIMES BY MEANS OF FORENSIC SCIENCE

According to the general principles of forensic science, committing offenses produces modification in the environment⁶. From this point of


view, is has been argued that the scientific methods and techniques are means of forensic science, which may assure the successful of investigation of criminal cases7.

The forensic science provides a detailed field of action regarding the criminal investigation of offenses. No exception from this rule, the corruption crimes present a particular feature, determined by the criminal modus operandi that the perpetrators choose to adopt in their criminal behaviours.

It is well-known that, during the activity of criminal investigation, the main aim is that of discovering crimes. The activity of discovering corruption crimes is then followed by the other ones consisting in gathering evidence in purpose to proceed to send them to the forensic laboratory in order to carry out a scientific analysis.

Moreover, doctrine has emphasized that the forensic investigation activity does not involve exclusively the laboratory procedure. The crime scene investigation is equally important in this matter8. From this point of view, the legal doctrine has appreciated that the forensic science “is a field which includes a series of scientific methods and rules, intended to carry out certain procedural acts or procedural activities, starting even from the moment of investigating crime scene”9.

As a general rule, a specific feature of the corruption crimes is the character of being subject of flagrant action, organized by the judicial bodies in close cooperation with denouncers. From this perspective, it could be stated that the forensic investigation of the corruption crimes does not present difficulties during the activity of gathering evidence regarding the circumstances of crime and identity of perpetrator.

It is obvious that organizing flagrant action is more valuable within the activity of gathering evidence, as long as the forensic investigation bodies need pertinent, conclusive and useful evidence in order for them to solve the criminal cases. In this regard, the forensic examinations of
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9 STANCU, Emilian, op. cit., 2015.
electronic devices and recording surveillance also electronically come to provide genuine evidence for the judicial bodies\textsuperscript{10}.

Thus, from the point of view of the way in which the forensic science acts within the judicial activity of investigation of the corruption crimes, some activities which particularly refer to discovering crimes, gathering evidence, fixing, preserving, picking up, transporting and analyzing them in the laboratory must be mentioned. The above stated activities will be carried out by the forensic expert, appointed to investigate the corruption crimes, in order to gather genuine evidence.

Another forensic mean of gathering evidence in cases of corruption is that of the perpetrator's fingerprint examination. Usually, in cases of corruption, the banknotes are beforehand marked with adequate chemical substance, which can subsequently be examined exclusively in the fluorescent light. Once the perpetrator touches them, then the substance covered penetrates the perpetrator’s fingerprints\textsuperscript{11}.

The main argument of forensic means is that of the scope aimed during the judicial activity. It is about finding truth in criminal cases of corruption, regarding the acts and the circumstances they were committed in, as well as the perpetrators. Moreover, the forensic investigators are the owner of both logical and psychological syllogisms, they use in the judicial activity related to the forensic investigation of corruption crimes. They suppose minimal efforts, reduced costs and a minimum time period.

The operative activity of gathering forensic evidence is the key factor within the process of achieving forensic investigation of corruption crimes. This principle concludes to fulfilling pertinent evidence, gathered from the crime scene. Otherwise, the deterioration of evidence will result in compromising them, and implicitly in arising doubts regarding the relation established between those evidence and criminal case, whose solution is requested, based on legal and justified judicial decision. Thus, the value of evidence will be uncertain during the process of establishing truth by the judicial bodies.


\textsuperscript{11} This is the most common method used by the forensic experts in the activity of gathering evidence on fingerprints in cases of corruption crimes.
At the same time, the conclusive evidence is relevant in the activity of forensic investigation of corruption crimes. Infringing the conclusive feature of evidence will then conduct to compromising them as well as to appreciating them as being unessential for the activity of solving criminal cases, as a consequence they will be removed from the criminal proceedings.

Last but not least, the usefulness of evidence is essential to investigate the criminal cases. Infringing this feature will conclude inevitably to their inefficacy. As a consequence, the evidence which are not useful for criminal cases cannot clarify \textit{de facto} aspects related to the way of committing corruption crimes.

All these issues, even led to judicial technique, have particular relevance during the forensic investigation activity of corruption crimes, due to the fact that gathering pertinent, conclusive and genuine evidence depends on the forensic experts’ efficiency in developing activity of forensic investigation of the crime scene.

Basically, the object of realizing forensic investigation of corruption crimes is given by the specific methods and proceedings used, achieved either through the investigations which belong to forensic science or taken over the other sciences\textsuperscript{12}.

Moreover, through legal instruments provided by the forensic science to judicial bodies, the manner of realizing activities and duties outlined, as well as the objective rules and criteria of appreciating results and quality of evidence gathered during the forensic investigation activities will be established. It is considered so, due to the fact that, by default of legal evidence to highlight beyond any reasonable doubt that the crime exists and was committed by the defendant, the court of law is not entitled to pronounce the judicial decision on defendant’s conviction.

The evidence administered during the criminal proceedings highlight that the defendant has required and received money and other gains from several persons. In this context, it has been enough for the

\textsuperscript{12} The forensic science works in close connection with other sciences, such as physics, chemistry, legal medicine a.s.o., they join dialectical entire mechanisms of solving criminal cases. The professionals work in an interdisciplinary framework in order to familiarize them with proceedings and techniques specific.
court of law to state beyond any reasonable doubt that the crime exists and was committed by defendant with guilt. During the appeal procedure, the court of law stated that the environmental conversations, intercepted and recorded between defendant and denouncing witness, are not enough to convince the court of law that the defendant has committed the crime of taking bribery as described in the indictment act.

The court of law must rely pronouncing decision on evidence which conclude beyond any reasonable doubt the existence of criminal act, which must prove the accusation formulated by the prosecutor during the investigation phase. As a consequence, other means of evidence must be submitted by the prosecutor and administered by the court of law during the judgment which establish that the defendant is the person who committed the crime of corruption. For these reasons, the appeal court of law has voided the sentence of the first instance and acquitted the defendant regarding the crime of taking bribery.

Nevertheless, the judicial solution pronounced by the court of appeal is not justified, as long as the evidence of audio-video recording cannot be removed from the criminal case simply because there is no other evidence administered in the criminal case to corroborate each other in purpose to pronounce such decisions.

3. Approaching Crimes of Corruption in the Judiciary

Approaching corruption crimes within the judicial framework supposes different situations according to the circumstances in which the crimes were committed. It is relevant in such cases that there is no unanimity of features brought together for similar cases and, for this reason, their particularities generate special ways of investigation and judgment as well. In this context, some relevant criminal cases of corruption have been in the practitioners’ attention, which will be discussed in the current chapter. Nevertheless, they are not limited to
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these ones, but more particularly they highlight the manner in which the judicial bodies proceed to solve criminal cases of corruption in special circumstances.

For jurisprudence in criminal matters, a special attention is arisen for cases of corruption committed under several circumstances or under special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement. This is because, in practice many times corruption crimes involve either taking bribery, giving bribery, or other kinds of crimes, such as trafficking in influence or buying influence, on the other hand. On the other hand, there are many defendants in the same case, but only some of them choose their case to be investigated and judged under the special procedure of guilt agreement, while other ones, under the ordinary procedure.

Case 1: Corruption crimes committed under several circumstances

Discussing corruption crimes in the judiciary, it has been emphasized that the specific feature of modus operandi used by perpetrator makes that most of the times the denouncers in criminal cases have the judicial status of witnesses-denouncer. They know better the circumstances in which the crime was committed and, for this reason, the evidence by witnesses is obviously in this context. From this point of view, the witnesses-denouncer join the procedural rights during the criminal procedure, which support them, on the other hand, and help the judicial bodies to find the truth in criminal cases, as well as to solve them legally and justified, on the other hand. However, in practice, it is relevant that every witness-denouncer has a particular interest in the criminal case, consisting in applying judicial facilities.

The court of law has stated that the witness-denouncer, also defendant in criminal case, has provided the judicial bodies with evidence of the criminal activity committed by the other defendants, accused in the same case and sent to trial for committing the crimes of trafficking in influence and taking bribery. The court of first instance has stated that the witness-denouncer’s information is corroborated with other evidence administered in criminal case. However, the entire means of evidence prove that he did not have a sincere behaviour regarding the real involvement in criminal activity. Moreover, the witness-denouncer tried skilfully to minimize or even to eliminate his contribution in committing
criminal activity\textsuperscript{15}. In fact, the court of law has retained that the defendants were involved in the illegal financial support of the transport ministry’ electoral campaign, in the exchange of a public contract signed for a huge amount of money. In the case presented above, there is an evident disproportion between the value of the witness-denouncer’s information and the amount of money. Therefore, the witness-denouncer’s statements regarding the aspects involved are doubtfully. In fact, the value of bribery is proved only by the denunciation and the witness-denouncer’s statement, who was examined sincere at the polygraph test.

Nevertheless, the court of law has stated that the evidence is not enough to prove that the witness-denouncer gave the money as bribery to defendant.

From a practical perspective, the value of bribery is a relevant issue both from the point of view of the material object of corruption crime, which should be determined, but not presumptive or estimated\textsuperscript{16}, as well as from the point of view of the special measure of seizure, as proceeds gathered from committing crime of corruption\textsuperscript{17}.

\textit{De facto} situation states that usually defendants deny committing crime of taking bribery. In spite of the oscillating behaviour during the investigation and judgment phases of criminal proceedings, which cannot be considered as an evidence of guilt, only the denunciation as well as the denouncer’s testimony (being considered sincere at the polygraph examination)\textsuperscript{18} remain in the means of evidence administered by the judicial bodies. They cannot be appreciated as conclusive and sufficient evidence to prove the defendant’s guilt for the accusation of taking bribery, as mentioned in the entire elements, such as the value of material object\textsuperscript{19}.


\textsuperscript{16} Ibidem.

\textsuperscript{17} Ibidem.

\textsuperscript{18} Although the result of polygraph examination is considered as a scientific evidence, it can be distorted by the involved person’s behaviour, thus it does not provide absolute certainty evidence regarding the real behaviour either simulated or sincere.

Taking into account the principle applied in cases of crimes committed under several circumstances, the court of law has to apply the appropriate penalty, along with a proportion of penalty for each circumstance retained for the defendant’s criminal act committed.

First of all, in order to solve legally and justified the criminal cases of corruption, the courts of law are focused on the activity of applying penalty, if the evidence administered in criminal cases result beyond any reasonable doubt that the crime exists and was committed by defendant under the guilt stated by the indictment act. Administering evidence by the judicial bodies implies a procedure within the standardized conventional limits of the ordinary procedure. It is considered so, due to the fact that, according to provisions in criminal matters, the judicial body is entitled to administer evidence both in accusation and in defense.

In other words, in cases in which there are no conclusive, pertinent and genuine evidence to conclude that the accusation formulated by the prosecutor during the investigation phase is proven, then the defendants are entitled to the right to propose evidence in defense, on the one hand, and the judicial body is obliged to administer them, on the other hand, according to Article 6 para 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights. In this regard, the provision stipulates the fundamental principle of equality of arms during the criminal proceedings, establishing thus a balance between accusation and defense.

De iure, the principle of in dubio pro reo, also into force, states that if a doubt regarding the evidence administered in criminal case exists, it must be interpreted in the defendants’ advantage, because the judicial decision cannot be pronounced on doubtful evidence, but only on pertinent, conclusive and genuine evidence.

In order for the criminal punishments to be applied by the courts of law, the procedure of administering evidence in criminal cases of corruption is one very well determined, both from the point of view of proceedings and of applying penalty as well.

Secondly, applying penalty in criminal cases of corruption supposes a particular approach from the perspective of the judicial authorities’ involvement in solving criminal cases. Equally, applying penalty must be viewed under the imperative of achieving judicial act in criminal cases of all constitutive elements, consisting in discovering
perpetrators and establishing their guilt based on conclusive, pertinent and genuine evidence, according to Article 6 par. 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights, which regulates the presumption of innocence.

This is because the judicial authorities are looking for reducing the corruption phenomenon through coercive criminal procedural means, related to the function of punishment and implicitly to the serious degree of crime danger.

Thirdly, the doctrine of criminology has expressed contrary points of view regarding the theory of repressive application of punishments. One of them was pointed out by Cesare Beccaria, who completely combated the character of severity and intimidation of punishments20. In this regard, it was stated that the punishment usefulness makes the difference in the field of criminal sciences21. Moreover, it has been pointed out that „the savagery of penalties is not just inhuman, but also needlessly, because not the torture rigor, but the penalty certainty may exercise a preventive role”22.

Expressing the fundamental idea that features the provisions in criminal matters regarding the logic of applying punishments, it is obvious that, from this point of view, both fundamental principles that characterize the tradition in criminal cases and novelty elements, specific for the European legal systems, should be taken into account. Nevertheless, a particular involvement of the procedural provisions in criminal matters is necessary to outline its specific effects on the judiciary. The legal doctrine has highlighted regarding the offenders that the criminal sanctions are unavoidable consequences of criminal behaviour, which assure both coercion and reeducation of those who committed offenses23.

Fourthly, applying penalty in criminal cases of corruption is a general necessity, discussed in accordance with the perpetrators’

22 Idem, p. 66.
behaviour during the criminal proceedings, who have understood that this is the only one judicial way to accept the consequences of crime committed. For this reason, both the issue of usefulness of applying punishment and its severity, as detailed by Beccaria will be taken into account\textsuperscript{24} by the courts of law during the process of achieving justice in criminal cases of corruption.

Moreover, applying penalty in criminal cases of corruption is part of the judicial bodies’ activity of maintaining high standard of the principle of correlation the crime committed with the appropriate penalty. The concept has been appreciated as a „serious argument in the support of its existence and an argument that the punishment is the main and immediate mean of fighting criminality”\textsuperscript{25}.

Basically, the judicial system in criminal matters comprises three pillars: investigation, judgment and, if applicable, punishment, each of them being featured by specific elements provided by the criminal procedural issues. The sanctions in criminal matters, applied in cases of corruption have a significant role in achieving the goals of criminal justice. It is perceived as consequences of infringing criminal provisions. The legal doctrine has pointed out the idea of justification of applying punishment\textsuperscript{26}. Thus, one of the most important theories focuses on the “justification of punishment through its diversified and discouraging character, as well as the useful character for the preserving social order”\textsuperscript{27}.

Finally, as a form of prevention corruption and a mean of punishing perpetrators, the penalties are featured under the coercive force. In this matter, the legal doctrine has pointed out that “applying

\begin{itemize}
\item CIOCLEI, Valerian. \textit{op. cit.}, p. 65.
\end{itemize}
punishment is the exclusive competence of the courts of law, as it was stated by the principles of criminal proceedings”\textsuperscript{28}.

Taking into account the logical structure of justice in criminal matters, applying punishment means a comprehensive element of its composition. In this regard, the legislator has stated what the consequences of infringing the provision are applied. Moreover, the legal doctrine has emphasized that the tripartite composition suits to logical concept of achieving purpose of criminal justice entirely, which states that any rule or special mean of investigating criminal cases of corruption highlights how important the activity of gathering evidence in order to prove them is.

Furthermore, the punishment in cases of corruption crimes is characterized by the fundamental principles of criminal proceedings, such as legality, individualization of criminal sanctions, personality of criminal sanctions a.s.o.

Within the framework of establishing criminal sanctions, the judicial individualization is an essential element, due to the fact that it involves the activity of both establishing and applying these sanctions by the court of law\textsuperscript{29}. In these circumstances, applying criminal penalties is the judicial activity justified from at least two points of view. One of them, in order to satisfy the general principle of the function of coercing participants to social life, and another one, in order to valuate the function of the defendants’ status within the judicial framework.

While the function of coercion of criminal penalties must be analyzed in accordance with the feature of deprivation of certain rights, ordered to offenders, the function of revaluation is equally important within the process of solving criminal case. Thus, through applying criminal penalties, changing convicts’ behaviour is taken into consideration, as well as their correction in accordance with the social values protected by the provisions in criminal matters. These rules are of general applicability within the process of applying penalties in criminal cases of corruption.


Case 2: Corruption crime under the special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement

A particular issue is also arisen in cases of corruption crimes, solved through the special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement. It is justified by achieving both the investigation and judgment functions of criminal proceedings under special circumstances the defendants would like to finalize their conflict on corruption crimes.

Moreover, its justification appears in this context in close connection with the scope of applying penalties itself, consisting in the activity of achieving investigation procedure as well as its consequences in the judiciary. A practical situation is provided in criminal cases in which only one defendant agrees to admit the guilt and sign a guilt agreement with the prosecutor during the investigation phase. In such circumstance, what does the judicial status cover another defendant who does not agree to admit the guilt with the consequence of signing the guilt agreement? Is respected in this case the principle of presumption of innocence for the defendant who want to solve criminal case under the ordinary procedure instead of the special procedure of the admitting the guilt agreement? There are only a few questions that deserve appropriate answers, based on judicial pertinent and legal decisions stated by the judicial bodies.

On the one hand, during the special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement, the defendants have a series of advantages of particular feature, which cannot be reported to the other perpetrators of the same criminal case, due to the fact that the judicial individualization of applying penalty depends on certain factors, such as the defendants’ own circumstances of committing corruption crimes.

On the other hand, the judicial system in criminal matters is characterized by the principle of general social prevention, which cannot be realized in this circumstance, as the legal provisions state.

For this reason, it is very difficult to achieve the general prevention of society lato sensu, in criminal cases of corruption solved
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through admitting the guilt agreement, for example. In spite of this inconvenience, the prevention of committing crimes *stricto sensu* can produce consequences in cases investigated and judged within the special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement.

In this matter, the concept of the *plurality function of investigation*, which is demonstrated and resulted from its unavoidable character, when a crime of corruption is committed is still into force. Jurisprudence has stated a unanimous direction in cases of corruption crimes, in respecting provisions adopted both at the European and international level.

The jurisprudence has emphasized that the defendant has had the serious contribution in organizing the criminal group and committing the entire criminal activity32. On the one hand, his contribution is also considered under the circumstance of increasing the danger of the crime committed. On the other hand, the court of law has taken into account his sincere behaviour during the entire criminal proceedings, under the special procedure of admitting the guilt agreement with consequence on the judicial activity of reducing limits of penalty33.

The defendant has criticized the first instance sentence, which stated the guilt in accordance with the only one piece of evidence, consisting in another defendant’s declaration. The main argument was centered around the idea that in criminal case there was no conclusive evidence on establishing guilt beyond any reasonable doubt. Moreover, in his opinion, the documents found during the search procedure do not provide information regarding the amount of money given as bribery to another defendant. This means fairly that, the admittance of guilt given by one defendant, uncorroborated with other means of evidence, cannot conduct automatically to establishing the guilt for another defendant in the same case.


33 According to the conclusions stipulated in the report of evaluation ordered in the criminal case, the defendant presents a medium-increased risk of committing crimes, having criminal record which does not involve the state of second offense. For this reason, the court of law has decided to convict defendant by imprisonment, adding a proportion of penalty till the maximum regulated by law for the crime committed.
A practical situation is featured by the judicial status of another defendant, who did not agree to sign a guilt agreement with the prosecutor. More particularly, the judicial status involves the incidence of the principle of presumption of innocence\(^\text{34}\).

Under the above stated circumstances, the Anti-Corruption National Department of Romania has stated that this judicial stage of criminal proceedings means the finalization of criminal investigation, situation which cannot infringe the principle of presumption of innocence\(^\text{35}\).

The legal solution in this case is one based on the principle of the personality of criminal liability as well as the presumption of innocence.

As a consequence, if some defendants agree to admit the guilt, a guilt agreement will then be signed with each other, without infringing the presumption of innocence for the other defendants who do not sign the guilt agreement\(^\text{36}\).

### 4. Reflection of Criminal Sciences over the Corruption Phenomenon

Supporting the fight against corruption crimes, a new concept within the criminal sciences theory has been arisen, which intensifies the role of impartial meaning over the antisocial phenomenon entirely. It is about the social response against criminality, as a reaction to the criminal product itself. Thinking in antithesis with the needs of democratic societies, the role of such reaction may be viewed also from the point of view of the individual’s wish to stop antisocial phenomena, which can have as consequence diminishing corruption phenomenon\(^\text{37}\).
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36 MAGHERESCU, Delia. 2019a, op. cit., p. 43.

In this context, the social response was synchronized with the judicial imperatives, consisting in carrying out two functions of the judicial system in criminal matters. Both the function of preventing crimes and the one of punishing those who are guilty of having committed them, come to complete the legal framework of solving criminal cases. The corruption crimes are not an exception to this rule, due to the fact that, on the one hand, the judicial bodies are focused on achieving both functions stated above - prevention and punishment - and, on the other hand, the activity of fighting corruption phenomenon supposes the involvement of civil society and its individuals within this approach.

De facto, it is considered that, in missing the individuals’ involvement in fighting corruption, in a democratic society it is impossible to discuss about aiming such goal. In other words, an active participation of the whole society, including the judicial bodies, administrative authorities both central and local, NGOs as well as the civil society, citizens who are interested in stopping the corruption phenomenon, is essential.

From these considerations, both functions noticed earlier have a particular importance in this field. Moreover, identifying an answer to the society’s need focused on the fight against corruption is impossible to be fulfilled.

Considered as serious crimes by doctrine38, the corruption crimes are featured by an deliberating element, which consists in requiring or receiving by the perpetrator the amount of money or the other undeserved gains, infringing in such manner the legal order, protected through provisions in criminal matters. Thus, the criminal sciences come to clear up the entire constitutive elements of this kind of crimes in order for the practitioners to apply the provisions of criminal procedure law, when they are faced with conflicts of corruption crime.

From the point of view of criminology, releasing factors of the corruption crimes are diversified, coming from theories and versions, provided by either analysts or practitioners in the field. Generally speaking,
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the dramatic division of the states’ societies deepens the negative effects of the process of developing corruption phenomenon.

The unprecedented development of the serious forms of organized crimes, including the underground economy, develops the corruption phenomenon as well. Moreover, the money laundering and tax evasion phenomena are dangers, which guard the political and administrative corrupt environment. All these aspects produce negative consequences regarding the state citizens’ trust in the competent authorities as well as in the making-decision actors both at the local and national level. On this way, the investment in the economy, as specific parameters of state, is discouraged, which will conclude inevitable in undermining state of law and good governance size, as well as in threatening citizens’ fundamental rights, being at present of high interest.

Doctrine has pointed out the concept of endemic corruption, as a perturbing factor of public institutions, which particularly generates inequalities. In fact, this kind of corruption supports serious crimes in financial field, trafficking of drugs, arms, persons, or other forms of organized crime. The same is true in cases of corruption which appear most frequently in opposition with the general indicatives of organization and administration of the public area. Equally, the judicial system can be featured by diversified forms of corruption, which are discovered in some cases and sanctioned in due time. The danger of generalization of this field of activity increases the frequent cases in practice, most of them requiring the rapidity of solving criminal cases.
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The jurisprudence in criminal cases has stated several examples in this matter\textsuperscript{44}, providing convictions in the judicial system in cases of corruption crimes. From the point of view of the protection of general interests of society, it could be appreciated that it is the most serious form of corruption, which occurs in the contemporary society. At the moment, the intensified fight at the European and international level, which was established through mechanisms of international judicial cooperation in criminal matters, has made possible the decrease of corruption cases among the civil servants at the domestic level.

5. Legal Instruments on Fighting Corruption Crimes

The legal instruments of fighting corruption crimes are juridically regulated, both by the domestic provisions adopted by states, and European and international ones.

\textit{International regulations}

At the international level, the fight against corruption is still at highest score. In this regard, the United Nations Organization has permanently made efforts to diminishing phenomenon, spread all over the world. A particular attention has been given to developing countries, in which case the UN Organization adopted certain legal instruments of combating corruption crimes\textsuperscript{45}.

Monitoring corruption crimes\textsuperscript{46} at the international level is an instrument of achieving best practices in combating phenomenon. As a key factor in progress, it comprises a number of 180 countries, as well as provides information on how each of them measures up in the field. In order to perceive the level of corruption crimes in the public area, a classification has been published, as it will be provided subsequently.

\textsuperscript{44} Ibidem.

\textsuperscript{45} UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION AGAINST CORRUPTION, adopted in New York on 31 October 2003, available online at: https://www.unodc.org (accessed on 28 April 2020).

The ten cleanest countries are scored between zero and one hundred points, being interpreted from highly corrupt to very clean, as it is represented in the Table 1 below.

**Table 1. Descriptive of the ten cleanest countries in the world**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: www.transparency.org

It is obvious that in the above stated countries their position on the world classification is proportional to the living standard of citizens as well as to the other criteria established by the International organization. The same organization also provides information on how some countries fight against corruption or no direction taken in this field.

Thus, there are countries where no improvement action has been taken in this direction. In this regard, the highest corrupt indicator was provided for countries, as stated in Table 2 below.
### Table 2. Representation of the highest corrupt ten countries in the world

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, North</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: www.transparency.org

On the one hand, the criteria of establishing the score for each country has been based on the objective evaluation of public activities of governments and public services as well. On the other hand, a particular view has been focused on the political parties and their involvement both in the public and private sector and how decision making process influences over the economic power.

In this regard, the international experts on combating and preventing corruption have pointed out that “To end corruption and restore trust in politics, it is imperative to prevent opportunities for

---

political corruption and to foster the integrity of political systems”\(^{48}\).

Certain recommendations were made, such as:

(i) Managing conflicts of interest;
(ii) Controlling financial policy;
(iii) Strengthening electoral integrity;
(iv) Eliminating preferential treatment;
(vi) Authorizing citizens;
(vii) Reinforcing local control.

Consequently, “governments must urgently address the corrupting role of big money in political party financing and the undue influence it exerts on our political systems” Delia Ferreira Rubio, Chair of the Transparency International said\(^{49}\).

The European approach

On the one hand, the Council of Europe has adopted a series of laws having as the main aim fighting corruption. They were ratified by each State Member, transposed in their domestic legal order, as well as implemented in their criminal justice system\(^{50}\). The Criminal Law Convention on Corruption is considered as “an ambitious instrument aiming at the co-ordinated criminalisation of a large number of corrupt practices. It also provides for complementary criminal law measures and for improved international co-operation in the prosecution of corruption offences. (…) Its implementation will be monitored by the Group of States against Corruption - GRECO, which started functioning on 1\(^{st}\) May 1999. As soon as they ratify it, States which do not already belong to GRECO will automatically become members”\(^{51}\).

The Convention covers a series of corruption crimes: active and passive bribery of domestic and foreign public officials; active and

\(^{48}\) TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL, op. cit., p. 5.

\(^{49}\) Idem, p. 7.


\(^{51}\) Ibidem.
passive bribery of national and foreign parliamentarians and of members of international parliamentary assemblies; active and passive bribery in the private sector; active and passive bribery of international civil servants; active and passive bribery of domestic, foreign and international judges and officials of international courts; active and passive trading in influence; money-laundering of proceeds from corruption crimes; accounting crimes (invoices, accounting documents, etc.) connected with corruption.

On the other hand, within the European Union, the most recent legal instrument of fighting crimes that infringe the financial interests of the European Union was launched. It involves also the corruption crimes. In this matter, Directive no. 2019/1937 on reporting the infringement of the European Union law was adopted. It refers to the infringements committed by persons called as “whistleblowers” and who “play a key role in exposing and preventing such breaches and in safeguarding the welfare of society”52 as it is stipulated at Article 1 thereof.

For these reasons, the European legislator has set up mechanisms of protecting persons, necessary “not only to prevent and detect procurement-related fraud and corruption in the context of the implementation of the Union budget, but also to tackle insufficient enforcement of rules on public procurement by national contracting authorities and contracting entities in relation to the execution of works, the supply of products or the provision of services”53. The practical areas the EU Directive is involved in are very diversified, from public procurement to financial services, from internal market operations to transport safety, from protection of the environment to nuclear safety, radiation protection, safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste54, from public health to respecting privacy and


53 Ibidem.

personal data protection\textsuperscript{55}, from information systems to prevention of money laundering, a.s.o.

In fact, the Directive offers protection to employees or to those who might be suffered because of the repressive measures against themselves, either direct or indirect produced, such as the suspension, reduction to a lower professional position, obstruction of promotion, diminution of salary, coercion, intimidation, discrimination or any other forms of unfair treatment at the workplace.

Consequently, the Directive imposes obligations regarding both the public authorities and private entities, encouraging persons who know information on illegal activities including corruption acts, and is addressed to the EU Member States in order to harmonize the legislation in the field of combating and preventing any form of corruption crimes\textsuperscript{56}.

\textit{Domestic regulations}

The domestic regulations are basically provisions in criminal matters, as well as special provisions if states have adopted such regulations in the field\textsuperscript{57}. There are states that regulate special provisions of criminal procedure law in the field of investigation and judgment of serious offences, including corruption crimes. There are also aggravated criminal procedures, derogatory from the rules of ordinary procedure\textsuperscript{58}. These special criminal


\textsuperscript{57} The provisions in criminal matters regulate that the dispositions are stated in purpose to assure exercising efficiently of the judicial bodies’ duties under the guarantee of the participants’ rights in such a manner to respect the Constitution, the European Union legislation and the treaties on the human fundamental rights, the states are part of.

procedures assure the judicial bodies in the fight against the corruption crimes and are based on the principles of criminal procedure law, as well as those of solving criminal cases in a reasonable time.

*De iure*, the principle that features the special procedure of solving corruption crimes is that of rapidity. It influences positively the result the judicial bodies are awaiting for in such criminal cases.

6. Conclusions

The phenomenon of corruption cannot be dissociated from the other elements that characterize the fight against criminality, as a general rule, although it has a series of special techniques in criminal matters, which produce consequences in this field. The fundamental principles of the forensic science, along with the new techniques and scientific methods provided by this science, have contributions in the activity of criminal investigation of the corruption crimes, from several points of view.

First of all, the judicial authorities have made significant efforts in fighting corruption by applying the appropriate legal framework.

Secondly, the legislator has been aware of the danger that the entire society faces in cases in which the phenomenon of corruption will be increased in missing efficient control from the law enforcement agencies. In this matter, a more efficient legislative framework was adopted to combat the corruption phenomenon at all levels. Another legal framework, configured at the international level and at the European Union level as well, also completed this scenario.

Last but not least, doctrine has significantly contributed to controlling corruption phenomenon through theorists’ involvement in programs and mechanisms conducted within the public institutions, universities and research institutes, which particularly have had a common feature - reducing as much as possible the corruption crimes. In these circumstances, rules of good practices were implemented, the law enforcement agencies should take into account of, during the process of stopping corruption phenomenon. The rules of “first aid” in combating corruption phenomenon have created the opportunity to respond to an older imperative need of the society of fighting corruption, both at the central public institutions level and the local ones too.
Taking into consideration these arguments, it must be highlighted that the corruption crimes are still a macro-social issue, whose evolution depends equally on the competences and duties stated by the judicial bodies in criminal matters and on the citizens’ behaviour and solutions adopted by themselves, as well as on their wish to contribute to restarting society.

The pandemic of SARS COV-2 crisis, that the entire world passes, is a good occasion to rethink the trajectory that the individuals will choose during the next period of time. It is considered so, because the social needs come to increase hardly the economic crisis. Concomitantly, the individuals’ needs will be rethought in such a manner to lead to a better awareness that the corrupt world is fallen down and it is the moment to look at the future, living in an unvitiated and moral world, strengthened on the principles of rule of law, democracy\(^{59}\) and respecting fundamental rights and liberties.
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